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SUMMARY

The mode of action for most mosquito repellents is
unknown. This is primarily due to the difficulty inmoni-
toring how themosquito olfactory system responds to
repellent odors. Here, we used the Q-system of binary
expression to enable activity-dependent Ca2+ imag-
ing in olfactory neurons of the African malaria mos-
quitoAnopheles coluzzii. This system allows neuronal
responses to common insect repellents to be directly
visualized in living mosquitoes from all olfactory or-
gans, including the antenna. The synthetic repellents
N,N-diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) and IR3535 did
not activate Anopheles odorant receptor co-receptor
(Orco)-expressing olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs)
at any concentration, and picaridin weakly activated
ORNs only at high concentrations. In contrast, natural
repellents (i.e. lemongrass oil and eugenol) strongly
activated small numbers of ORNs in the Anopheles
mosquito antennae at low concentrations. We deter-
mined that DEET, IR3535, and picaridin decrease
the response of Orco-expressing ORNs when these
repellents are physically mixed with activating hu-
man-derived odorants. We present evidence that
synthetic repellentsmay primarily exert their olfactory
mode of action by decreasing the amount of volatile
odorants reaching ORNs. These results suggest that
synthetic repellents disruptively change the chemical
profile of host scent signatures on the skin surface,
rendering humans invisible toAnophelesmosquitoes.

INTRODUCTION

Mosquitoes are vectors for many debilitating diseases, such as

malaria, Zika, dengue fever, and yellow fever. Malaria alone

caused an estimated 435,000 deaths in 2017 [1]. Mosquitoes pri-

marily depend on olfaction, in combination with other senses, to

locate their hosts [2, 3]. Therefore, targeting the mosquito’s

sense of smell using repellent odorants is an effective strategy

to prevent them from biting humans. The synthetic compound
Current Bio
N,N-diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) is the most widely used

mosquito repellent in public use since 1957 [4, 5]. However,

DEET has some drawbacks, including high concentrations

(�>30%) are required for it to be effective, an unpleasant odor

and oily feeling to some people, and the ability to dissolve

some plastics and synthetic rubber [4]. Commercially synthe-

tized alternatives to DEET have been developed (IR3535 and

picaridin), but these too have similar drawbacks, such as also

requiring high concentrations to be effective. In order to improve

or identify new repellents, a better understanding of how insect

repellents affect a mosquito’s olfactory system is needed.

However, the olfactory mode of action of synthetic insect repel-

lents, such as DEET, IR3535, and picaridin, as well as natural

insect repellents, such as lemongrass oil and eugenol, is surpris-

ingly not well understood.

The olfactory system of the Anopheles gambiae species of

mosquitoes primarily consists of two organs: the antennae and

maxillary palps [2, 6]. The labella is a third chemosensory organ

on the head that might detect low volatile odorants [7]. Each of

these organs is covered with sensory hairs called sensilla, and

each sensillum houses olfactory sensory neurons that may

contain one of three types of chemoreceptors: odorant receptors

(ORs); gustatory receptors (Grs); and/or ionotropic receptors

(IRs). ORs are expressed in the majority of olfactory neurons,

and each OR is expressed along with the odorant receptor

co-receptor (Orco) to form a receptor complex that is

either narrowly or broadly tuned to a variety of host-derived

odors [2, 6, 8].

A consensus for howDEET affects themosquito olfactory sys-

tem and alters host-seeking behavior has not yet emerged.

Currently, there are three hypotheses of how DEET affects

mosquitoes: (1) DEET directly activates chemoreceptors (ORs,

Grs, and/or IRs) on the mosquito antennae, maxillary palps, or

the labella to drive repellent behavior (‘‘smell and avoid’’)

[9–17]; (2) DEET modulates (‘‘scrambles/confuses’’) OR activity

in response to odorants [11, 12, 18–20]; and (3) DEET acts

directly on the odorant to decrease its volatility and thereby re-

duces the amount of attractive odorants capable of activating

mosquito olfactory receptors (‘‘masking’’) [16]. These hypothe-

ses are not necessarily mutually exclusive; DEET may have

more than one mode of action.

The mode of action for DEET and other commonly used insect

repellents toward An. gambiae mosquitoes, which kill more
logy 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019 ª 2019 Elsevier Ltd. 3669
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people worldwide than all other mosquito species combined [1],

is the most poorly understood. From studies in Culex [17] and

Aedes [13], the olfactory functions of DEET have been reported

to work directly through an Orco/OR pathway. However, Culici-

nae (e.g., Culex and Aedes mosquitoes) and Anophelinae

(Anopheles mosquitoes) diverged about 190 mya [21] (for

context, mice and humans diverged about 75 mya) [22]. So

although Culicinae and Anophelinae are grouped together as

mosquitoes, their divergence suggests their olfactory systems

might respond differently to repellent odors. As such, although

work in Culicinae mosquitoes offers a useful guide, it remains

important to examine repellent responses directly in Anopheli-

nae mosquitoes.

A lack of understanding for DEET’s mode of action is primarily

due to the lack of available methods for testing the simultaneous

responses of individual olfactory neurons toward DEET or other

repellents. Traditionally, insect repellents must be used to indi-

vidually stimulate each of the �750 sensilla using single

sensillum recording (a high technical hurdle) or tested against

each individual OR ectopically expressed in Xenopus oocytes

or in the Drosophila empty neuron system [17, 23]. To address

this technical challenge and examine endogenous responses

to insect repellents, we generated transgenic Anopheles coluzzii

(formerly Anopheles gambiae M form) [24] mosquitoes in which

the calcium indicator GCaMP6f [25] was expressed in all

Orco-expressing neurons (genotype: Orco-QF2 and QUAS-

GCaMP6f). We used these mosquitoes to directly visualize

odor responses in olfactory neurons in the mosquito antenna,

which to our knowledge is the first time this has been accom-

plished in any insect besides the vinegar fly Drosophila mela-

nogaster. This allowed us to re-visit the three leading hypotheses

of how DEET and other commonly used insect repellents may

affect the An. coluzzii olfactory system.We found that the natural

repellents eugenol and lemongrass oil strongly activate a subset

of olfactory receptor neurons, and DEET, IR3535, and picaridin

do not directly activate olfactory neurons. These three synthetic

repellents instead function as ‘‘maskers,’’ a term we use here to

describe odors that decrease odor-evoked responses of olfac-

tory neurons. Our data further support the hypothesis that the

masking effect of DEET, IR3535, and picaridin in Anopheles

mosquitoes is not due to direct inactivation of odorant receptors

but instead results from chemical interactions that decrease the

amount of activating odorant reaching olfactory receptor targets

on the mosquito antennae.

RESULTS

To examine olfactory responses in all olfactory organs of An.

coluzzii, we utilized the Q-system of binary expression by gener-

ating a mosquito line that contained a QUAS-GCaMP6f trans-

gene and crossing this to the validated Orco-QF2 driver line

[26]. The combination of these transgenes directed the expres-

sion of the calcium indicator GCaMP6f to all Orco-expressing

olfactory neurons. To validate this mosquito model for moni-

toring odorant-induced olfactory neuron activity, we directly

visualized the antennal response to 1-s pulses of six human

skin odorants previously shown to activate An. gambiae ORs

in heterologous expression screens [23] (Figure S1A). All

OR ligands (1-octen-3-ol, 2-acetylthiophene, benzaldehyde,
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p-cresol, 1-hepten-3-ol, and indole) at 1% concentrations eli-

cited olfactory response across the entire antenna (Figure S1).

This enabled a rapid method for linking odors to their induced

olfactory responses throughout the An. coluzzii olfactory system

with single-cell resolution. To achieve higher resolution for anal-

ysis, we focused on one antennal segment (11th segment) as a

representative for antennal neural responses (Figure 1A; STAR

Methods). Fine glass pipette tips were used to flatten down the

antenna at basal (segment 1 and 2) and distal segments

(12 and 13). Segment 11 was chosen for imaging, as it is the

most stable distal segment not touched during the preparation.

We found that each of the six odorants activated distinct olfac-

tory receptor neurons (ORNs) at the 11th antennal segment

(Figures 1B–1E). Together, our results indicated that calcium im-

aging of olfactory neurons provides a rapid method to interro-

gate olfactory responses directly in the peripheral olfactory

organs of An. coluzzii mosquitoes.

Activator and Non-activator Repellents
The ability to monitor all olfactory receptor neuron responses

across olfactory tissues enabled us to investigate how common

insect repellents might affect An. coluzzii Orco-expressing

olfactory neurons. We tested two natural repellents (lemongrass

oil and eugenol) at 1% concentrations and three synthetic repel-

lents (DEET, IR3535, and picaridin) at 10% concentrations. We

initially tested all odorants at the whole antenna (Figure S2).

Natural repellents lemongrass oil and eugenol elicited strong

olfactory responses, and the three synthetic repellents DEET,

IR3535, and picaridin did not elicit any olfactory responses

across the entire antenna (Figure S2A). For more robust analyses

of the responses, we tested all five repellents again with higher

resolution imaging at the 11th antennal segment. Lemongrass

oil and eugenol at a concentration of 1% strongly activated a

subset of ORNs (Figure 2A), and 10% DEET, IR3535, and picar-

idin did not activate any ORNs at the 11th segment (Figure S2B).

The solvent used for odor mixtures could affect the emission

rates of odorants. To rule out that the lack of response toward

the three synthetic repellents was due to the use of paraffin oil

as the solvent, we tested the activity of the three repellents

(at 30%) dissolved in ethanol (a more volatile solvent). 1-octen-

3-ol dissolved in ethanol (1%) elicited a weak response (data

not shown). The three repellents also elicited weak antennal

olfactory neuron responses similar to the antennal neuron re-

sponses elicited by ethanol alone (data not shown).

We next asked whether higher concentrations of DEET,

IR3535, and picaridin would elicit olfactory response in any of

the olfactory organs (the antennae, maxillary palps, or labella).

There were no olfactory responses to DEET or IR3535 at 100%

concentrations across the entire olfactory organs (Figures 2B

and 2C). Picaridin at 30% (data not shown) and 100%concentra-

tions elicited a weak response at the antennae, maxillary palps,

and proboscis (Figures 2B and 2C). We further tested whether

DEET, IR3535, or picaridin would activate olfactory neurons

from a close distance. We decreased the distance between the

stimulant Pasteur pipette and the mosquito antenna from

20 cm to 0.5 cm (Figure S3A). At this close range, picaridin

at 100% elicited a response in the antenna olfactory neurons

that was weaker than the response to 1% 1-octen-3-ol (Figures

S3B and S3C). Also, at this close range, a similarly weak
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Figure 1. Visualizing Odor-Dependent Activation of An. coluzzii Antennal Olfactory Neurons

(A) Schematic of the calcium imaging setup. The distance between the antenna and the Pasteur pipette is 20 cm. A 503 microscope objective images the

11th antennal segment (dashed red rectangle). Arrows indicate the direction of air flow (continuous air and 1-s air pulse).

(B) Video frames from calcium imaging recordings. Dashed red lines indicate the border of the 11th antennal segment. Numbers identify neurons responding to

1-octen-3-ol at 1%.

(C) Traces from the calcium imaging recordings in (B).

(D) DF/F*100 values for the neuron responses from the recordings in (B).

(E) Example heatmaps of the responses toward OR ligands at 1%. Dashed red lines indicate the borders of the 11th antennal segment. The heatmap represents

arbitrary units. Responses for the full antennae are shown in Figure S1.
response was visible both by DEET at 100% and by water (Fig-

ures S3B and S3C). IR3535 did not elicit responses to the

antenna olfactory receptor neurons (Figures S3B and S3C).

The current calcium imaging method only allows visualization

of odor-induced activity for Orco+ olfactory neurons and thus

would not be able to detect whether the 3 synthetic repellents

activated non-Orco+ neurons, such as ionotropic receptor neu-

rons [26, 27]. To address this, we performed electroantennogra-

phy experiments (EAGs) to monitor global response of the

antennae to stimuli. First, we asked whether EAGs could detect

non-Orco olfactory neuron activities not visualizable by the

Orco-dependent calcium imaging experiments. To do this, we

performed calcium imaging (Figures S4A–S4C) and EAG exper-

iments (Figures S4D–S4F) using acid odors known to elicit olfac-

tory ionotropic receptor responses in Aedes mosquitoes [28].

Calcium imaging in Orco neurons showed strong antennal re-

sponses to butyric acid only. Heptanoic acid and hexanoic

acid elicited weak/medium responses, and lactic acid, nonanoic

acid, and octanoic acid elicited very weak responses similar to
the paraffin oil elicited response (Figures S4B and S4C). On the

other hand, acids elicited stronger responses in EAG experi-

ments. More specifically, butyric acid and hexanoic acid elicited

strong antennal responses, similar to responses obtained with

1-octen-3-ol, and nonanoic acid elicited a medium response

that is significantly stronger than paraffin oil (Figures S4E and

S4F). We then tested the three synthetic repellents in EAG exper-

iments (Figure 3). DEET and IR3535 (30% and 100%) elicited

weak responses that were not significantly different than paraffin

oil. However, consistent to our calcium imaging results, picaridin

elicited stronger responses than paraffin oil (Figures 3B and 3C)

but were significantly weaker than the response to 1-octen-3-ol

(Figures 3B and 3C).

Synthetic Repellents Mask Odorant-Induced Responses
Insect repellents are typically applied directly to human skin

and result in a mixture of repellent and human odorants. In

this context, DEET might function by altering the olfactory re-

sponses to host odorants. Indeed, DEET has been reported
Current Biology 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019 3671
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(A) Example heatmaps showing responses at the 11th antennal segment (dashed red line) toward 1% natural repellents lemongrass oil and eugenol. Responses

toward 1-octen-3-ol serve as a control stimulus. The heatmap represents a.u. Responses for the full antennae are shown in Figure S2.

(B) Example heatmaps showing responses at the 11th antennal segment (dashed red line) toward 100% synthetic repellents DEET, IR3535, and picaridin (n = 5

animals).

(C) A still image and example heatmaps of the maxillary palps (dashed red line) and proboscis (dashed green line) showing responses toward 1% 1-octen-3-ol,

100% DEET, IR3535, and picaridin (n = 5 animals).

See also Figures S2 and S3.
to modulate antennal responses toward other odorants in

single sensillum recording experiments in Drosophila, Aedes,

and Culex [18–20]. In addition, A. aegypti olfactory receptors

expressed in Xenopus oocytes showed an inhibited response

toward odorant ligands when mixed with DEET, IR3535, or pic-

aridin [11, 12]. We therefore asked whether mixing these three

repellents individually with known mosquito OR ligands would

alter the An. coluzziiORN responses. Using electroantennogra-

phy, we found that the mixtures of odorant 1-octen-3-ol with

each of the 3 synthetic repellents led to a significant decrease

in the EAG responses (Figures 3B and 3C). Similarly, calcium

imaging showed that mixing DEET, IR3535, or picaridin with

OR ligands decreased or ‘‘masked’’ the olfactory neuronal

response (Figures 4, S5A, S5C, and S5D). In these experiments,
3672 Current Biology 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019
each mosquito antenna was tested sequentially with several

odorants (OR ligands alone and mixtures of OR ligands with re-

pellents). These repeated measurements might be correlated

within the same animal, which violates two assumptions com-

mon to many statistical models: independence and constant

variance of outcomes. In addition, there could be an

order effect whereby early measurements might affect subse-

quent measurements. Therefore, we randomized the order of

odorants tested and paired each OR ligand with its respective

mixture; e.g., OR ligand X was always paired with (precedes

or follows) the mixture of OR ligand X + repellent. In order to ac-

count for potential correlation due to repeated measurements

and non-constant residual variation, linear mixed effects

regression models were used to model olfactory responses.
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odorants. The colored bar represents the pulse.

Note the typical EAG shape of the signal (deflec-
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control.

(C) Boxplots of the EAG responses to repellents at
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at 1% (p < 0.001).

See also Figure S4.
We found that the masking effect is concentration dependent,

where 10% of each repellent showed a significantly stronger

masking effect than 1% (Figures 4B–4D; statistics shown in

Figure S5C). Additionally, DEET at 30% masked the response

to OR ligands significantly more than 10% (Figures 4B and

S5C). However, there were no differences between the effects

of 30% and 10% for both IR3535 and picaridin (Figures 4C, 4D,

and S5C). In addition, there were no differences between the ef-

fects of the three repellents when used at the same concentra-

tion, except at 10% of DEET and IR3535; DEET showed a

significantly weaker masking effect than IR3535 at 10% (Fig-

ure S5D). Together, these data indicate that synthetic repel-

lents mask the olfactory responses of OR ligands in a dose-

dependent manner.

We also asked whether a potentially more effective repellent

could be produced by mixing activator and masker repellents.

We found the ability of activator repellents to stimulate olfactory

neurons could also be suppressed by masker repellents; mixing

eugenol with DEET, IR3535, or picaridin strongly decreased the

eugenol-alone olfactory response. However, the response to the

complex odorant mixture of lemongrass oil was only partially

decreased (Figure S5B). If olfactory neuron activities could
Current Biolog
be linked to repellent behaviors, poten-

tially more effective repellent odor mix-

tures could be identified by calcium imag-

ing of olfactory neuron responses.

Olfactory Masking Requires
Chemical Interactions
We sought to understand the mechanism

bywhich repellentmaskingmight occur in

An. coluzzii. We hypothesized it might

occur by one of two potentially overlap-
ping mechanisms. First, olfactory masking could occur at the

odorant receptor level, whereby the repellent binds to an odorant

receptor complex and prevents its activation by other odorants

[11, 12, 18–20]. Second, olfactory masking might occur at the

chemical level by which the repellent reduces the volatility of

an odor, resulting in decreased neuronal responses [16]. To

determine whether masking occurs at the odorant receptor level,

wemodified how the repellents andOR ligands were delivered to

the mosquito antenna in our calcium imaging system. Instead of

delivering a 1-s pulse of either theOR ligands or the repellent and

OR ligandsmixture, we first delivered a 3-s pulse of the repellent.

This allowed the repellent to arrive at the antenna before the OR

ligands and potentially inhibit olfactory receptor complexes. Dur-

ing the last second of repellent odor delivery, we separately

delivered a 1-s pulse of 1-octen-3-ol into the repellent odor

stream (pre-stimulation with repellents; Figure 5A). If masking

occurs at the odorant receptor level, we predicted the repellent

would bind to the odorant receptor and inhibit its response to-

ward the delayed OR ligand stimulus. This was not observed.

Instead, we found no difference between the olfactory response

to 1-octen-3-ol when delivered after a pre-stimulation with each

of the three masker repellents and the response when delivered
y 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019 3673
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(A) Example heatmaps of the responses toward 1% 1-octen-3-ol and its mixtures with 30% DEET, 30% IR3535, and 30% picaridin.
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animals for all other conditions; 1–7 responding olfactory neurons/animal).

All raw data are reported in Figure S5A.
after the control odor paraffin oil (Figures 5A, S6A, and S6B). All

olfactory responses remained higher than the response to the

1-octen-3-ol mixed with the repellent (Figures 5A, S6A, and

S6B). This suggests that olfactory masking in An. coluzzii does

not occur at the receptor level but more likely at a chemical level.

We next askedwhether repellent masking occurs only to odor-

ants mixed with repellents in the liquid phase (as when on human

skin) or might also occur during mixing as volatiles. To answer

this question, we delivered the two odorants separately and
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simultaneously through a Y-tube to allow their molecules to

mix in the headspace inside a long pipette directed at the

antenna (simultaneous odorant delivery; Figure 5B). In this setup,

there was no difference between the responses to 1-octen-3-ol

when delivered separately from the repellent and when 1-octen-

3-ol was delivered with the control odor paraffin oil; the position

of the stimulus pipette relative to the repellent pipette likewise

had no effect on altering odorant responses (Figures 5B, S6C,

and S6D). The olfactory responses were significantly higher
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Figure 5. Repellent Olfactory Masking Requires Chemical Interactions with OR Ligands

(A) Estimated responses (means and 95%CIs) from LME toward a 1-s pulse of 1%1-octen-3-ol occurring during the last second of a 3-s pulse of paraffin oil, 30%

DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin, compared to the response toward physical mixtures of 1% 1-octen-3-ol with 30% DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin.

The numbers next to odorant names indicate the position of the odorants in the Pasteur pipette(s) as shown in the schematic.

(B) Estimated responses (means and 95% CIs) from LME toward a 1-s pulse of 1% of 1-octen-3-ol in the first position or the second position simultaneously

delivered with a 1-s pulse of paraffin oil, 30% DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin, compared to the response toward physical mixtures of 1% 1-octen-3-ol with

30% DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin.

(legend continued on next page)
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than the response to 1-octen-3-ol when it was physically mixed

with a repellent (Figures 5B, S6C, and S6D). To confirm that

physical mixing is required for masking, we applied 1-octen-

3-ol and a repellent on two separate filter papers inside the

same Pasteur pipette (same pipette delivery; Figure 5C). In this

setup, the odorants from the upper filter paper would pass by

the lower filter paper as they travel toward the antennae. We

found no repellent masking effect when the repellent was on

the upper filter paper, but the response to 1-octen-3-ol was

significantly reduced when DEET, IR3535, or picaridin were

applied to the lower filter paper (Figures 5C, S6E, and S6F).

This second setup mimics situations in which a masker repellent

is applied to clothing, which may allow the activating OR ligand

to mix with the repellent on their way toward the mosquito an-

tenna. Nonetheless, the olfactory response in the non-mixed

condition remained significantly higher than the response to

1-octen-3-ol when it was physically mixed with DEET, IR3535,

or picaridin (Figures 5C, S6E, and S6F). Altogether, these data

suggest that masking occurs most effectively when the OR

ligand and synthetic repellent are physically mixed but can

also occur to lesser degrees when such ligands travel over a re-

pellent solution that might trap these molecules.

Masker Repellents Reduce the Concentrations of
Odorants Reaching the Antenna
The calcium imaging experiments indicate that masker repel-

lents reduce neuronal responses to the panel of OR ligands we

have tested. We hypothesized this neuronal effect occurs due

to a reduction in the volatility of the odorants we tested, which re-

sults in fewer ligandmolecules reaching the antennae capable of

activating olfactory neurons [16]. To test this hypothesis, we

initially used a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

(GC-MS) method to measure the amount of odorants released

from the stimulus Pasteur pipettes. However, after the initial

use of a DEET sample, we detected DEET in all subsequent

samples, including samples that should not contain DEET (e.g.,

1-octen-3-ol by itself; data not shown). This suggested DEET

contaminated the GC-MS system. Therefore, we stopped using

GC-MS and instead used a photoionization detector (PID) to

measure the concentrations of odorants that reached the

antenna during the different imaging experiments (Figures 6A–

6G). The PID measures the total concentration of odorant mole-

cules in air but does not identify these odorants. We found that

DEET and IR3535 were likely not detectable by the 10.6 eV PID

(Figures 6A and 6B). The mixtures of 1-octen-3-ol with 30%

DEET or 30% IR3535 showed significantly lower concentrations

of odorant molecules than 1-octen-3-ol alone (Figures 6A and

6B). This supported the hypothesis that physically mixing the

OR ligand with DEET or IR3535 resulted in a lower concentration

of that test odorant reaching the antenna. On the other hand, pic-

aridin was strongly detected by the PID, and when 1-octen-3-ol

was mixed with picaridin, the mixture showed a concentration
(C) Estimated responses (means and 95% CIs) from LME toward a 1-s pulse of 1

with paraffin oil, 30% DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin in the same Pasteur pi

with 30% DEET, 30% IR3535, or 30% picaridin.

For (A)–(C), n = 5 animals for each condition (1–6 responding neurons/animal); co

LME model with Wald approximation). Pairwise comparisons between subsequen

data for (A)–(C) are reported in Figures S6A, S6C, and S6E.
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that was higher than 1-octen-3-ol alone (Figure 6C), but not

significantly different than picaridin alone (Figure 6C). Nonethe-

less, the concentration detected from the picaridin/1-octen-

3-ol mixture was lower than the expected sum of the mean

concentrations of the two individual odorants (Figure 6C), sug-

gesting that picaridin was likely decreasing the levels of vola-

tile 1-octen-3-ol reaching the PID. As a control, we tested

1-octen-3-ol mixed with an activator repellent (lemongrass oil)

and found the lemongrass oil/1-octen-3-ol mixture showed

odorant concentrations equal to the expected sum of the individ-

ual components (Figure 6D).

Finally, we used the PID to determine whether decreased vola-

tility might also underlie the results obtained under the three

modified odorant delivery methods (Figures 6E–6G). We found

the concentration of 1-octen-3-ol was unchanged when deliv-

ered after a pre-stimulation with DEET or paraffin oil (Figure 6E).

The concentration of 1-octen-3-ol similarly did not change when

delivered simultaneously (but not mixed) with DEET (Figure 6F).

The concentration of 1-octen-3-ol significantly decreased

when applied on the upper filter paper in the same Pasteur

pipette with DEET on the lower filter paper (Figure 6G). These

PID experiments support our hypothesis that the masking effect

observed during calcium imaging experiments was due to a

lower concentration of the OR ligand we screened reaching the

antenna when the OR ligand was physically mixed with or trap-

ped by a masker repellent. The differential effects of the three

masker repellents on olfactory responses likely reflects their

chemical differences in altering OR ligand volatilities.

The chemical nature by which DEET (and the other synthetic

repellents) chemically masks odors requires future investiga-

tion. Nonetheless, the low volatility of DEET (vapor pressure

0.0017mmHg at 25�C) suggests it may contribute to this mech-

anism, as mixtures with a low volatile odorant can reduce

the overall volatility of the mixture (Raoult’s Law). To test this,

we used three compounds with low vapor pressures similar

to DEET (nerolidol, 0.001 mmHg at 25�C; a-humulene,

0.008 mmHg at 25�C; and farnesene, 0.01 mmHg at 25�C;
http://thegoodscentscompany.com) in mixtures with 1-octen-

3-ol (vapor pressure 0.531 mmHg at 25�C; http://thegood

scentscompany.com). The three compounds (at 30%) masked

the response to 1-octen-3-ol to differing levels (data not

shown). Interestingly, farnesene by itself elicited strong

neuronal responses in some antennal neurons and yet acted

as a masker for 1-octen-3-ol responsive neurons (data not

shown). This suggests that low volatile odorants can elicit

antennal neuronal responses detectable by calcium imaging.

In addition, these results suggest that low vapor pressure

chemicals can generally mask odors and can be considered

candidates for new masker repellents.

We hypothesized that the primary olfactory function of DEET

was to mask attractant odors without direct activation of olfac-

tory neurons. This suggested that DEET would not act directly
% 1-octen-3-ol when applied on the upper filter paper or the lower filter paper

pette, compared to the response toward physical mixtures of 1% 1-octen-3-ol

nditions denoted with the same letter were not significantly different (p > 0.05;

t concentrations are shown in Figures S6B, S6D, and S6F. Corresponding raw

http://thegoodscentscompany.com
http://thegoodscentscompany.com
http://thegoodscentscompany.com
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Figure 6. Repellent Maskers Reduce the Volatility of Odorants

(A–D) Total concentrations (tested by the PID) of odorants released fromPasteur pipettes containing single odorants or their mixtures with the repellents (A) DEET,

(B) IR3535, (C) picaridin, or (D) lemongrass oil (n = 5 Pasteur pipettes for each odorant). Boxplots represent the median and 25th–75th percentiles. Dashed red line

in (C) indicates the calculated sum of the mean concentrations released from the 1-octen-3-ol and picaridin pipettes. Dashed red line in (D) indicates the

calculated sum of the mean concentrations released from the 1-octen-3-ol and lemongrass oil pipettes. The 10.6-eV PID did not detect DEET or IR3535.

(E) Total concentrations released from the 1% 1-octen-3-ol pipette following a 3-s pulse of 30% DEET or paraffin oil (n = 5 Pasteur pipettes for each odorant).

(F) Total concentrations released from the 1% 1-octen-3-ol pipette in the first position or the second position when a 1-s pulse of 30% DEET or paraffin oil were

used simultaneously (n = 5 Pasteur pipettes for each odorant).

(G) Total concentrations released from 1% 1-octen-3-ol applied on the upper filter paper or the lower filter paper, and 30% DEET or paraffin oil are applied in the

same pipette (n = 5 Pasteur pipettes for each odorant pair). The PID was calibrated to a reference gas (ethyl acetate). Concentrations are PID measurements

reported here as a.u. Concentrations denoted with different letters were significantly different (Welsh two-sample t test; p < 0.05).
as a spatial olfactory repellent. To experimentally address this,

we performed a close proximity response assay in which a fe-

male mosquito resting on a cage mesh wall was slowly ap-

proached by a pipette tip containing a piece of filter paper

soaked with an odorant (Figure 7A). The distance between the

mosquito and the filter paper was approximately 0.5 cm (Fig-

ure 7A). The mosquito was observed for 30 s, and the time it

flew away was scored. When using paraffin oil as the odorant,

5 mosquitoes flew away (out of 30 mosquitoes) within the 30-s

window (Figure 7B). When lemongrass oil (100%) was used as

the odor, all 30 mosquitoes flew away within 30 s, and the dura-

tion on the net was 26-fold shorter than paraffin oil (Figure 7B).

When DEET at 100% was used as the odor, only 6 mosquitoes

flew away (out of 30 mosquitoes) within the 30-s window (Fig-

ure 7B). The duration mosquitoes took to fly away after encoun-

tering DEET was not significantly different than when encoun-

tering paraffin oil. Together, these experiments suggest that

DEET does not act as a short-range olfactory repellent to Anoph-

eles mosquitoes.

Our calcium imaging and behavioral experiments support two

modes of action for olfactory repellents inAn. coluzzii (Figures 7C

and 7D): (1) natural repellents, such as eugenol and lemongrass

oil, activate subsets of Orco/OR-expressing olfactory neurons to

guidemosquito repulsion (Figure 7C), and (2) synthetic repellents

do not activate Orco/ORs directly but instead chemically interact

with OR ligands to prevent them from reaching the mosquito an-

tenna (Figure 7D). Chemical masking by synthetic repellents may

therefore act directly on the skin surface to dramatically alter the

chemical profile of human volatiles released into the environ-

ment, potently disrupting mosquito olfactory attraction.
DISCUSSION

By monitoring olfactory receptor neuron responses to odors, we

present evidence that adult An. coluzzii Orco-expressing olfac-

tory neurons do not directly respond to three of the most

commonly used synthetic repellents (DEET, IR3535, and

picaridin). These findings differ from studies exploring DEET

perception in Culex and Aedes mosquito species. Culex

quinquefasciatus mosquitoes encode an odorant receptor

(CqOR136) activated by DEET, IR3535, and picaridin when ex-

pressed with CqOrco in Xenopus oocytes [16, 17]. Although a

DEET receptor remains to be identified inAedes aegyptimosqui-

toes, orcomutant behavioral studies suggest that Orco-express-

ing olfactory neurons are likely necessary for DEET-based

responses in the presence of human odor [13]. Interestingly,

An. coluzzii larvae behaviorally respond to DEET in water [29];

however, DEET detection in this context might be mediated by

a larval-specific OR or via non-olfactory neurons.

Calcium imaging is a powerful approach to simultaneously

visualize the odor-induced activity of many olfactory neurons,

but it does have technical limitations. For example, calcium im-

aging studies may not be able to detect olfactory neurons only

weakly activated by DEET or other repellents; however, in the

current study, even 100% DEET (a concentration 3-fold higher

than commonly effective) failed to activate olfactory neurons.

DEET elicited weak neural activation in antennal ORs when

used at a close distance (0.5 cm). However, water elicited a

similar response at a close distance, suggesting that this atypical

stimulation might have a non-olfactory effect. In addition, in

our current work, GCaMP6f is expressed specifically in
Current Biology 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019 3677
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Figure 7. Activator Repellents, but Not

Masker Repellents, Trigger Mosquito Repul-

sion

(A) Schematic of the close proximity response

assay. A mosquito is resting on the mesh wall of a

cage while a pipette tip containing a piece of filter

paper soakedwith an odorant is placed on the other

side of the mesh. The filter paper is 0.5 cm away

from the mosquito.

(B) Kaplan-Meier estimate shows the proportion of

mosquitoes that remained on the cage wall over

time (n = 30 mosquitos). The effect of DEET is not

significantly different than paraffin oil (Cox propor-

tional hazard model; p > 0.05).

(C and D) Our models for the effects of insect re-

pellents on olfactory responses in Anopheles

mosquitoes.

(C) Natural repellents (eugenol and lemongrass oil)

activate a subset of ORs leading to repulsion of

Anopheles mosquitoes.

(D) Synthetic repellents (DEET, IR3535, and picar-

idin) interact with odorants to mask the attraction of

Anopheles mosquitoes toward humans.
Orco-expressing neurons, and will not label olfactory neurons

that express ionotropic or gustatory receptors. EAG, on the other

hand, can detect responses from all antennal neurons, and our

EAG experiments showed very weak responses to DEET and

IR3535 that were not significantly different from the paraffin-

oil-induced response. This suggests that any neurons missed

by our calcium imaging recordings would likely, at best, express

only low-affinity DEET receptors. In addition, our behavioral data

suggest that DEET by itself is not sufficient to drive mosquito

repulsion, suggesting that even if low-affinity DEET receptors

are present, they are not sufficient to drive olfactory behaviors.

Calcium imaging may also poorly detect neuronal inhibition

(potentially visualized as a decrease in basal GCaMP6f fluores-

cence); nonetheless, the effects of neuronal inhibition on

odor-induced activities would have been easily detectable (Fig-

ure 5), and their absence suggests any direct inhibitory effect is

negligible.

DEET, IR3535, and picaridin likely exhibit multiple overlapping

modes of action in preventingmosquito bites. Their ability to func-

tion as chemical maskers undoubtedly translates into their func-

tion in masking attraction of humans to other insects, but they

may also act as activator repellent in Aedes or Culexmosquitoes

that can detect these odors. It has been proposed that DEETmay

also ‘‘confuse’’ the olfactory system; this could be tied to itsmask-

ing effects if its ability to affect volatility varies across odors.

Although DEET masked all 6 OR ligands we tested, there may

be others that are less susceptible to DEET’s effects. This might

contribute to olfactory confusion in host-seeking mosquitoes by

disrupting sensory input into olfactory circuits underlying mos-

quito behavioral attraction or host preference [30].

Our data support the hypothesis that, forAn. coluzzii, synthetic

repellents reduce the volatility of OR ligands. This olfactorymode

of action may further synergize with effects of these synthetic

compounds on other sensory modalities. For instance, recent

data in Aedes aegypti mosquitoes suggest a non-olfactory-

based function for DEET as a contact repellent [31]. Aedes

mosquitoes contain sensory neurons on their tarsi that mediate
3678 Current Biology 29, 3669–3680, November 4, 2019
DEET repulsion. Although the DEET receptor and sensory neu-

rons on the tarsi remain to be identified, they may share a

conserved function across many insects. For example, DEET is

effective against ticks [32–35], which do not express Orco or

ORs [36]. Interestingly, high concentrations of DEET need to

be applied (typically >30%) for it to be effective. Our data sug-

gest this may have two effects. First, we found chemical masking

by DEET is most effective at concentrations >30%. Second, as

mosquito tarsi are exposed during landing, sufficiently high con-

centrations of DEET or other insect repellents may be able to

trigger contact repellent receptors to elicit repellent behaviors.

As such, the effectiveness of DEET againstmosquito biting could

be due to two overlapping characteristics: its olfactory effect in

reducing host attraction and its contact effect as a repellent.

Our data suggest that chemicals that reduce the volatility of

key host odorants might be effective as host-seeking protec-

tants. In addition, low volatile odorants could be a good candi-

date for a screening study to identify new masker repellents.

An ideal mosquito repellent or repellent mixture might be one

that combines three modes of action: active odor-based repel-

lency; odor masking; and contact repellency. Repellents like

lemongrass oil were less affected by chemical masking, and their

combinational use may increase the potency of DEET-based

products. Future studies monitoring neural responses directly

in the mosquito could yield insights into the function of new re-

pellents as they are identified as well as streamline the discovery

of improved insect repellents.
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This study N/A
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transgene

Ya-Hui Chou N/A
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Primer: pBac-TATA-GCamp-SV40-Inf-FOR (50-gcg
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Integrated DNA Technologies N/A
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Whatman filter paper GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Product# 1001 090
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BugDorm-1 insect rearing cage BugDorm store https://shop.bugdorm.com/bugdorm-1-insect-rearing-

cage-p-1.html

Photoionization detector Honeywell RAE Systems Model: MiniRAE 3000

Microelectrode AC Amplifier A-M Systems Model: 1800

Analog-to-digital board National Instruments BNC-2090A

Humbug noise eliminator Quest Scientific http://www.quest-sci.com/
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Christopher J. Potter (cpotter@jhmi.edu). Plasmids

generated in this study are available upon request or from Addgene. Anopheles mosquito strains used in this study are available

upon request or from BEI Resources (https://www.beiresources.org/AnophelesProgram/Anopheles.aspx).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mosquitoes
Anopheles coluzzii mosquitoes (genotype: Orco-QF2 [26], QUAS-GCaMP6f, this study) were raised in a climate chamber main-

tained at 26-28�C, 70%–80% RH and L14:D10 cycle. After hatching, mosquito larvae were fed on fish food (TetraMin�), added

every day. Cotton rolls soaked with sugar solution (10%, w/vol) were provided to feed adult mosquitoes as a source of carbohy-

drates. Mosquito females were blood fed on mice for egg laying. The blood feeding protocol was approved by the Johns Hopkins

University Animal Care and Use Committee. For all experiments, we used non blood-fed female mosquitoes that were allowed to

mate freely.

METHOD DETAILS

Generation of transgenic QUAS-GCaMP6f mosquitoes
Cloning of pXL-BACII-ECFP-15xQUAS-TATA-Gcamp6f-SV40

The GCamp6f-SV40-terminator sequence was PCR amplified from genomic DNA of transgenic Drosophila carrying a QUAS-

GCamp6f transgene (gift from Ya-Hui Chou, unpublished) with primers pBac-TATA-GCamp-SV40-Inf-FOR (50-gcg gcc gcg

gct cga gat ggg ttc tca tca tca tca tc-30) and pBac-TATA-GCamp-SV40-Inf-REV (50-ttc aca aag atc gac gtc taa gat aca ttg

atg agt ttg gac aaa c-30). The PCR product was InFusion-cloned (Clontech, catalog number 639645) into the pBAC-ECFP-

15xQUAS-TATA-SV40 plasmid [26] (Addgene #104875), digested with ZraI and XhoI. The cloning product was verified by

DNA sequencing.
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Embryo injection

Injections were performed into Anopheles coluzzii N’Gousso strain embryos by the Insect Transformation Facility (Rockville, MD) us-

ing standard procedures as previously described [26]. Gravid females were provided with wet filter paper for 15-20 minutes, after

which the eggs were collected and arranged side-by-side on a double-sided tape fixed to a coverslip. Eggs were covered with halo-

carbon oil (Sigma, series 27) and injected with an injection cocktail at their posterior pole. Injection cocktails consisted of a mixture of

two plasmids, one with a piggyBac vector carrying the transgene of interest with a dominant visible marker gene (ECFP) under the

regulatory control of the 3xP3 promoter, and a piggyBac transposase-expressing plasmid consisting of the transposase open

reading frame under the regulatory control of the promoter from the Anopheles stephensi vasa gene. Vector concentrations were

at either 35, 75 or 150 ng/ml while the transposase-expressing plasmid was at 300 ng/ml in 5 mM KCl, 0.1 mM sodium phosphate

pH 6.8. Halocarbon oil was immediately removed and coverslips with injected embryos were placed in trays of water at 28�C where

first instar larvae hatched approximately 24hrs later. Adults developing from injected embryos were separated by sex prior to mating

and small groups of 5-10 injected adult males and females were mixed with wild-type Ngousso adults of the opposite sex. The prog-

eny from these matings were screened during the third or fourth larval instar for the presence of vector-specific marker gene expres-

sion. Transgenic larvae were saved and were backcrossed as adults to wild-type.

Two transgenic lines were established, CP-04-15-M2 and CP-04-15-M3. In functional pilot experiments in crosses to Orco-QF2

transgenic mosquitoes, both showed similar levels of induced expression and olfactory-directed calcium responses. CP-04-15-M2

was used for all subsequent experiments.

Odorants
All odorants were purchased at the highest purity available. Details on the source and purity of all odorants are included in the key

resource table. Odorants were used undiluted, diluted in paraffin oil (to 1%, 10%, or 30%), in ethanol (to 30%), or in mixtures with

odorants.

Calcium Imaging
Mosquito preparation

3-10 day old female mosquitoes were immobilized on ice for 1 min. A mosquito was then carefully inserted into a pipette tip. The

mosquito was pushed so only the antennae extended outside the pipette tip. The pipette tip was then attached to a glass slide using

modeling clay. For imaging, an antenna was placed forward and flattened on a glass coverslip using two pulled glass capillary tubes

(Harvard Apparatus, 1 OD x 0.5 ID x 100 L mm). One tube was used to flatten the 3rd-4th antennal segment, and the other to flatten

the 12th-13th segment (the most distal segments). Preliminary recordings were performed to visualize responses from the whole

antenna. Olfactory responses were similar in each segment but could vary in the number of responding neurons. To achieve higher

resolution imaging for analyses, all subsequent recordings were done at one antennal segment (11th antennal segment). Based on

pilot experiments examiningmultiple segments, the responses in one segment (11th segment) were representative of responses in all

segments.

Imaging system

Antennae were imaged through a 10x (Zeiss EC Epiplan-Neofluar 10x/0.25) or a 50x (LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar 50x/0.55 DIC) objective

mounted on a Zeiss Axio Examiner D1microscope. For fluorescence, a light source (Zeiss Illuminator HXP 200C) and eGFP filter cube

(FL Filter Set 38 HE GFP shift free) were used.

For image acquisition, an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon Ultra, Oxford Instruments), NIS Elements Advanced Research software

(Nikon instruments), and Andor Solis software (Oxford Instruments) were used. Recordings were for 20 s, at a resolution of

512x512 pixels, and an exposure time of 200 ms (5 Hz).

Odorant preparation and delivery
For testing neural responses toward OR ligands, repellents, acids, and low volatile odorants, 20 ml of the solution was pipetted onto a

piece of filter paper (1X2 cm) placed in a Pasteur pipette (Fisher Scientific). Formixtures, 10 ml of an OR ligandwas pipetted alongwith

10 ml of repellent on the same filter paper. Each odorant was prepared at double the final concentration to reach the desired final

concentration when mixed. The Pasteur pipette was then inserted into a hole in a plastic pipette (Denville Scientific Inc, 10ml pipette)

that carried a purified continuous air stream (8.3 ml/s) directed at the antenna. A stimulus controller (Syntech) was used to divert a 1 s

pulse of charcoal-filtered air (5 ml/s) into the Pasteur pipette starting 10 s after the beginning of each recording. Each animal was

tested with 6 odorant pairs (6 OR ligands and their respective mixtures). Four animals out of a total of 45 animals stopped responding

before testing all odorants, and the remaining odorant pairs were tested in new animals. The sequence of odorants was randomized,

and recordings from a mosquito were discarded if a response to a positive control odorant (usually 1-octen-3-ol) was absent. New

Pasteur pipettes were prepared for each recording day.

Close range odorant delivery
To test the three synthetic repellents at a closer distance, a small hole was made at the tip of the long pipette used to deliver contin-

uous air to the antenna (Figure S3A). The stimulus Pasteur pipette was then inserted into the small hole so that the tip of the Pasteur

pipette is 0.5 cm away from the mosquito antenna. A Pasteur pipette containing a dry piece of filter paper (blank), a Pasteur pipette

containing paraffin oil soaked filter paper, and a Pasteur pipette containing water soaked filter paper were used as negative controls.
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Modified odorant delivery
To test whether masking occurs at the receptor or the chemical level, the odorant delivery described above was modified as

described below.

Pre-stimulation with repellents

AnOR ligand (1-octen-3-ol) and a repellent (DEET, IR3535, picaridin, or paraffin oil for control) were prepared in two separate Pasteur

pipettes as previously described. Each Pasteur pipette contained 10 ml of either 2% 1-octen-3-ol or 60% repellent to reach a final

concentration of 1 and 30%, respectively. The two Pasteur pipettes were inserted into two holes in the plastic pipette that carried

a purified continuous air stream directed at the antenna. One branch of a polyethylene Y-tube was used to deliver a 3 s pulse of char-

coal-filtered air into the Pasteur pipette that contains the repellent. At the third second, the other branch of the Y-tubewas attached to

the 1-octen-3-ol Pasteur pipette to deliver 1 s pulse of 1-octen-3-ol. For comparison, a mixture of the repellent and 1-octen-3-ol was

also tested with each animal as previously described. Each animal was tested with 7 odorant conditions.

Simultaneous odorant delivery

An OR ligand (1-octen-3-ol) and a repellent (or paraffin oil for control) were prepared in two separate Pasteur pipettes as previously

described. The two Pasteur pipettes were inserted into two holes in the plastic pipette that carried a purified continuous air stream

directed at the antenna. A 1 s pulse of charcoal-filtered air (5 ml/s) was diverted into the two Pasteur pipettes using a polyethylene

Y-tube in order to deliver the two odorants at the same time into the continuous air stream. Afterward, the two Pasteur pipettes were

switched between the two holes in the long plastic pipette to rule out any position bias. For comparison, amixture of the repellent and

1-octen-3-ol was also tested with each animal as previously described. Each animal was tested with 11 odorant conditions.

Same pipette delivery

An OR ligand (1-octen-3-ol) and a repellent (or paraffin oil for control) were applied on two separate filter papers (0.5X1 cm) within the

same Pasteur pipette. We made certain the two filter papers were not touching and therefore the odorants were never physically

mixed. To deliver the odorants, a 1 s pulse of charcoal-filtered air was diverted into the Pasteur pipette. Afterward, we used another

Pasteur pipette, in which the position of the repellent and 1-octen-3-ol was swapped, to rule out any position bias. For comparison, a

mixture of the repellent and 1-octen-3-ol was also tested with each animal as previously described. Each animal was tested with 11

odorant conditions.

Electroantennography
Mosquito head preparation

4-7 day old females Anopheles coluzziimosquitoes were used for the electroantennography (EAG) experiments. A female mosquito

was briefly placed on ice and immobilized on a cool aluminum block. The rear tip of each antenna (i.e., about half one segment) was

cut off with fine scissors under a binocular microscope and the head was excised. The tips of the antennae were then dipped into

electrode gel (Spectra� 360 Electrode gel, Parker Laboratories, Fairfield, NJ, USA) and gently pushed against each other so they

stick together when coming out of the electrode gel. The head was then mounted by the neck on an electrode (i.e., reference)

composed of a oxidized silver wire 0.01’’ (A-M Systems, Carlsbord, WA, USA) and a borosilicate pulled capillary (Sutter Instrument

Company, Novato, CA, USA) filled with saline solution (adapted from Beyenbach and Masia, 2002 [39]). The mounted head prepa-

ration was transferred to the EAG setup and the tips of the antennaewere inserted into the recording electrode, whichwas identical to

the reference electrode, under the microscope using micromanipulators. The head was oriented at 90� from the main airline which

was carrying medical grade air (Praxair, Danbury, CT, USA) at a constant rate of 15 cm.s-1 for the whole duration of the experiment

along with volatiles from the syringe during the stimulation to the preparation (Figures 3A and S4D).

Odorant preparation and stimulation

Twenty microliters of each chemical were loaded onto a piece of Whatman filter paper (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA,

USA) placed in a glass syringe (Poulten Graf Fortuna Optima All Glass Luer-Tip Syringe, MilliporeSigma, St Louis, MO, USA) before

the experiment started. Mixtures were prepared by physically mixing 1-octen-3-ol with DEET, IR3535, or picaridin to reach a final

concentration of 1% 1-octen-3-ol and 30% of the repellent. The disposable needle (BD PrecisionGlide, 21G, BD, Franklin Lakes,

NJ, USA) of the glass syringe was inserted in the main airline through a small hole to allow the molecules to mix with clean air and

create an odor plume before reaching the mosquito antennae. Odor pulses were triggered using a 3-way solenoid valve (The Lee

Company, Westbrook, CT, USA) controlled by a custom-written MATLAB script (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The stimuli

consisted of two 1 s. long pulses (2.3 cm.s-1) separated by 10 s. The recordings for each set of 2 pulses lasted 45 s. total. Then, the

odor syringe was removed to test the following odorant. Single chemicals and mixture of chemicals were loaded in a specific glass

syringe to avoid any contamination. Prior to starting to deliver the odor stimuli, two pulses of clean air (empty syringe containing a

clear filter paper) were used as a control to ensure that no mechanical perturbation of the antennae due to air movements was occur-

ring. As a negative control, two paraffin oil pulseswere presented randomly during the experiment. As a positive control, two pulses of

1% benzaldehyde were delivered at the end of the experiment to ensure that the preparation was still responsive. Odor stimuli were

randomly generated using MATLAB while making sure that the 1% octenol and the combination of octenol and repellents were pre-

sented in a randomized sequence but without being separated by the 30%and 100%dilutions of repellents to allow for comparisons.

Close proximity response assay

Wild-type female mosquitoes (N’Gousso strain) were tested individually (30 mosquitoes total). Each mosquito was transferred to a

cage (BugDorm, 30 X 30 X 30 cm) and givenR 5 minutes to rest on one of the cage mesh walls. The mosquito was then approached

by a 1000 mL pipette tip containing a piece of filter paper soaked with an odorant. The pipette tip was rested on the outer side of the
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cage wall so that themosquito was at a 0.5 cm distance from the filter paper. Themosquito was observed for 30 s and the time it took

to fly away was scored. Each mosquito was exposed to three consecutive odorants (lemongrass oil, DEET, and paraffin oil) and the

sequence of the odorants was randomized. The mosquito was givenR 2 minutes between odorants. If the mosquito flew off, it was

allowed to land and rest for R 2 minutes before the next odorant was used.

Photoionization detector
TheMiniRAE 3000 photoionization detector (Honeywell RAE Systems) was used to calculate concentrations of odorants delivered to

the mosquito antenna in different experiments. The photoionization detector was calibrated to a reference gas (ethyl acetate) and

was attached to the tip of the plastic pipette used to deliver odorants in calcium imaging experiments. The maximum reading

(arbitrary units, AU) following each odorant delivery was reported.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of Calcium imaging recordings
Tomake the heatmapDF images, Fiji software [37] was usedwith a custom-built macro. ThisMacro uses the ‘‘Image stabilizer’’ plug-

in to correct for movements in the recording, followed by the ‘‘Z project’’ function to calculate the mean baseline fluorescence (mean

intensity in the first 9 s of recording, before stimulus delivery). Then, the ‘‘Image calculator’’ function was used to subtract the mean

baseline fluorescence from the image of maximum fluorescence after odorant delivery (this image was manually chosen). Afterward,

this DF image was used to produce heatmaps.

To produce intensity time traces, the ‘‘ROI manager’’ tool in Fiji was used to manually select ROIs. ROIs were drawn around cells

that showed increased fluorescence in response to odorants (based on the heatmap DF images). Then the ‘‘multi-measure’’ function

in the ‘‘ROI manager’’ was used to produce intensity values for those ROIs across time. Finally, these values were saved into Excel

and used to calculate DF/F*100. DF/F*100 = Fi- F0/F0*100, where Fi is the fluorescence intensity value at frame i, while F0 is the mean

fluorescence intensity before odorant delivery (first 9 s, 45 frames). Sample traces for each experiment are available upon request.

For analysis, each odorant response was represented by the maximum DF/F*100 value following that odorant (the single frame at

the peak of the response).

Linear Mixed Effects (LME) regression was used to model the average value of the outcome under an experimental condition, ac-

counting for both correlation due to repeated-measurements and non-constant residual variation. In all experiments, fixed effects

were used to model the average value of the outcome at each experimental condition, and a linear term was used to model the

average change in the outcome over repeated-measurements. Within-subject correlation was accounted for using random inter-

cepts, and heteroskedasticity was accounted for by modeling the residual variance.

For odorant delivery and pre-stimulation experiments, the residual variance was modeled as a power of the fitted values. In the

simultaneous odorant delivery experiments, the outcome was log transformed and a separate residual variance term was estimated

for conditions where repellents were physically mixed with the OR ligands. In the same pipette delivery experiment, the outcomewas

log transformed and the residual variance was modeled as an exponential function of fitted values.

Model assumptions, such as linearity of relationships, normally distributed scaled residuals, and normally distributed random

effects, were assessed using residual diagnostic plots. Confidence intervals and p values provided use the Wald approximation.

Nomultiple comparisons corrections were performed. All analyses were performed using R version 3.5.1 [38] using the nlme package

version 3.1-137 [40].

Data acquisition and analysis of EAG recordings
The electrophysiological signals were amplified 100X and filtered (0.1-500 Hz) (A-M Systems Model 1800, Sequim, WA, USA), re-

corded and digitized at 20 Hz using WinEDR software (Strathclyde Electrophysiology Software, Glasgow, UK) and a BNC-2090A

analog-to-digital board (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) on a computer. A Humbug noise eliminator (Quest Scientific, Vancou-

ver, Canada) was used to decrease electrical noise (50-60 Hz). The responses (i.e., deflection in mV) of female mosquito antennae to

the different odorants were filtered. Each response was individually inspected to ensure that the observed response had the typical

EAG shape andwasmeasured for eachmosquito preparation and averaged for each chemical. The datawere then compared using a

Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with a Bonferroni correction using R [38]. Normality was assessed using a Shapiro Wilk test.

Analysis of Close proximity response assay
To plot the time mosquitoes took to fly in response to odorants, a Kaplan-Meier survival Estimates was used. A cox Proportional

Hazard Model was used to assess the relationship between the time to fly and odorants, and account for the number of previous

odorant exposures. The plot and analysis was performed using R [38].

All statistical details (for calcium imaging, EAG, and behavioral experiments) are included in the figure legends

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The imaging files and datasets generated and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the Lead Contact on request.
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